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+ Low-Noise Technology 
+ Inverter technology
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Energy 
lies in 
the air
The correct selection of the heating system is an impor
tant decision that will have an impact for many years. With 
an air heat pump you can heat cost-effectively, especially 
in new buildings and low heating flow temperatures.
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Compact air heat pump
Perfect for all seasons

+ vampair - Energy from the air
+ Inverter technology adapts to the heat demand 
+ Intermediate vapour injection for low outside temperatures (- 25°C) 
+ Compact system with longer life
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How it works
The function of a heat pump is similar to that of a refrigerator, but reversed. By using an air heat exchanger, 
(evaporator) is removed from the air and energy is delivered to the heating water or hot water for the tap.

Evaporator (1)
A heat exchanger takes the circulating refrigerant energy from air and changes its state from liquid to gaseous. 

Modulating the compressor (2)
In an electrically driven compressor, the refrigerant gas is brought to a high temperature by compression. 

Condenser (3)
The absorbed thermal energy is delivered to the heating system. The gaseous refrigerant cools and liquefies 
again.

Expansion valve (4)
In the expansion valve, the refrigerant is cooled by sudden release and the cycle begins anew.

Intermediate vapour in jection (5)
Intermediate vapour injection increases the efficiency, while the power requirement is reduced at the same time. 
Thus higher flow temperatures and higher heating output (especially at low ambient temperatures) are possible for 
the same unit size. Furthermore, the compression temperature is reduced, increasing the life of the compressor.

Modulating compressor (2

Evaporator (1 

■ »
Energy 
from air

Intermediate vapour 
' injector (5)

Condenser (3)

Heat from 
the heater

Expansion valve (4) Intercooler

100%
Heat from 
the heater

From one kilowatt hour of electricity supplied,
3 to 5 thermal kilowatt hours are obtained from 
the air.*

* Depending on operating point
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Innovative
technical
solutions
+ Low space requirement 
+ Extremely efficient 
+ Whisper-quiet
+ The most modern control technology

What I should know:
COP (Coefficient of Performance)
The coefficient of performance (=COP ) indicates how efficiently 
the heat pump is operating at a certain operating point. A typical 
operating point is A2/W35, where A2 represents 2°C outside 
temperature and W35 represents 35°C heating water flow tem
perature. We will also be happy to provide information for A7/ 
W35. While these COP values I ook much better due to high
er outside temperatures, they do not correspond to the usual 
standard. An efficient heat pump can be recognised, among 
other things, in high performance figures even at low outside, 
such as at A-7/W35.

Annual performance factor APF.
The annual performance factor (=APF) indicates how well the 
overall heat pump heating is operating in different operating 
conditions over a period of one year. Depending on the heating 
system, the APF is between 3 to 5. High efficiency can only be 
achieved through careful technical planning and installation, as 
well through proper heat pump operation without reduction.
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Inverter technology
With the air heat pump vampair with invert
er technology, the heat output is modularly 
adapted to the heat demand of the home (12
100%), regardless of whether low or high am
bient temperatures prevail.

Even hot water is prepared exactly as required. 
The ventilation runs at a lower speed on aver
age and therefore also makes very little noise.

Your benefit
+ No uneconomical start-stops.
+ Precise power adjustment for 

every season
+ Additional noise reduction in 

reduced mode

Without inverter technology 
With inverter technology 
Set temperature

With inverter technology -  the set temperature is kept constant

Without inverter technology- many Start-Stop phases

Cooling in summer
The compact heat pump vampair has a 
cooling function as standard. Through the 
weather forecasting function 
(SOLARFOCUS Weatherman, overheat
ing of the building is avoided already at 
the outset and valuable energy savings 
are achieved.

If it is still too hot, the cooling function is 
activated by reverse circulation. Living ar
eas are heated and cooled via a radiant 
heating system, .
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Low-Noise Techno
Quiet- Quieter- Quietest

ogy

Noise reduction:
It is in the nature of things that a fan produces a certain noise level. But even the 
best and quietest fans can be made even quieter by appropriate measures. One 
of these measures is the use of soundproofing fins. A welcome side effect is 
improved protection against driving rain. The fins also permit hardly any water to 
penetrate into the housing of the heat pump.

Screening:
A rotating movement around its own axis is only very rarely found in nature. Visible 
fan rotation is considered to be bothersome. A screen of soundproofing fins helps.

Soundproofing fins

The EC technology (electronically commu
tated motor) guarantees the highest effi
ciency. Optimum efficiency is the result

The corresponding measures to minimise unpleasant

Fan
The radial-axial design combines the 
best of two worlds. On the one hand, the 
straightest possible air direction and on 
the other the highest efficiency. And with 
minimum noise generation.

Thanks to the exceptional blade geometry, 
there are hardly any air, performance and 
deflection losses.
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air vortices, which are perceived as being loud.

Fin evaporator
The finned evaporator consists of a high-qual
ity aluminium-copper heat exchanger with hy
drophilic coating and generous fin spacing of 
3 mm. The hydrophilic coating allows water to 
run faster and improves heat transfer from the 
air to the refrigerant. In addition, this means 
that the evaporator ices up less quickly.

By contrast, the hydrophobic coating would 
form large drops which, which would then ice 
up the evaporator quickly (The spherical water 
drops wet two fins (instead of one) and thus 
block the path of the air).

Your benefit
+ Low-Noise Technology
+ Hardly any air, performance and 

deflection losses
+ Optimum efficiency
+ Noise protection fins protect 

against driving rain
+ No constant defrosting of the heat pump

The time between defrost cycles is thus pro
longed, whereby a more constant operation is 
ensured. This means no constant defrosting of 
the heat pump



smart
control
+ Intuitive control unit with 7“ touchscreen display 
+ Takes the weather forecast into consideration 
+ mySOLARFOCUS app
+ SmartGrid ready

Air heat pump vampair with
e c Q manage<-touch control unit

\
Solar system

mySOLARFOCUS app
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Heating circuit 13:37:37
ecomanager-touc/7 control Unit

Heating circuit in heating mode

o

If the heat pump is used in combination with a solar sys
tem, the air heat pump only starts up when the required 
heating energy cannot be provided in full by the solar 
system. The ecomanager-touch is very easy to use. It enables 
individual settings and ensures a perfectly tailored heat
ing system.

Weather forecasting function
The weather forecasting function (Weatherman) is 
integrated into all SOLARFOCUS heat pumps as 
standard. This remarkable innovation not only gives 
the user added convenience but also helps save 
money. The control unit accesses live data from a 
weather server and uses this to tell the heat pump 
when to heat -  or when to remain inactive, because 
sunshine is expected.

mySOLARFOCUS app
You can control the heating system even more com
fortably with the mySOLARFOCUS app. In combination 
with the Weatherman, it takes just a few seconds to set 
your heating via your smartphone. And you can use it 
wherever you are: in the office, on your sofa or on hol
iday. App for smartphone (Android and Apple) with at
tractive design for intuitive operation of the main heating 
parameters. Possibility to visualise the solar yield with 
the installed heat meters and control unit via
eCOmanager-touch

SmartGrid ready
The air heat pump vampair has a SmartGrid interface as 
standard. Using the Smart Grid feature, in the electrical 
grid of the future, favourable rates due to electricity sur
pluses from renewable energy sources can be utilised.
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Simple hydraulic integration
Air heat pumpvam pair with a heating circuit and drink water storage

Air heat pump vam pair with a heating circuit, stratified buffer store and fresh water module

Air heat pump vam pair with a heating circuit, stratified buffer store with solar coil, fresh water 
module, and solar system
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Technical specifications NON-binding preliminary

Maximum flow temperature [°C] 65
Upper/lower engagement limit of heat source [°C] -22 to +35
Maximum heat output A-7/W35/COP A-7/W35* [kW] 8
Maximum heat output A2/W35/COP A2/W35* [kW] 9.6
Maximum heat output A7/W35/COP A7/W35* [kW] 10.9
Maximum heat output A10/W35/COP A10/W35* [kW] 12
Rated input according to EN 14511 at A2/W35 [kW] 3.5
Rated input according to EN 14511 at A7/W35 [kW] 3
Sound power level according to EN 12102/reduced [dB]
Sound pressure level at 10 m/reduced [dB]
Refrigerant R410A
Refrigerant quantity [kg] 4.5
Heating water throughput max/pressure loss 3.3 m3/h /  35 kPa
Connection voltage for air heat pump 3/N/PE ~400 V, 50 Hz; 1/N/PE ~230 V, 50 Hz
Defrost type Reverse circulation
Connection, heating ["] 1 A

* Heat output and coefficient of performance (COP) according to EN 14511

SOLARFOCUS offers you thousands of standard hydraulic schematics, and assists you perfectly in 
planning, elaborating quotations, and realizing your systems.
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linking outside the box, thinking
are at the forefront of every product we develop. The Research, Development, Production, Quality Assurance and 
Administration departments are found at the St. Ulrich site, SOLARFOCUS employs people with a concern for the 
environment and the use of renewable energy.

n s

THE PHILOSOPHY

SOLARFOCUS
brings together what belongs together:

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY + 
ADVANCED MANUFACTURING

Conscious susta inab ility
SOLARFOCUS is proud to work together to create a 
future in such a way that it serves mankind and simulta
neously protects the environment.

Strong partners
Success requires strong partners. SOLARFOCUS 
passes its on its comprehensive know-how directly to 
heating engineers and installers. This guarantees opti
mal planning of the heating system
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INNOVATION -  
ECONOMY -  
QUALITY
SOLARFOCUS is shaping the future with products 
that serve mankind and protect the environment! 
We at SOLARFOCUS develop, manufacture, and 
supply cutting edge green technology products 
and systems for thermal applications with our main 
products being:

Biomass heating, 
solar systems, 
heat pumps and 
fresh water modules.
SOLARFOCUS is one step ahead: Thanks to on
going research, development and cooperation with 
renowned research institutes and partners, we have 
registered dynamic corporate development. Our 
products are only available from specialist dealers 
across Europe. Ongoing training and seminars with 
our partners ensure that plant operators receive pro
ject-oriented advice and professional installation of 
plants.

AWARDS such as:
• Young Entrepreneur's Award
• Austrian Innovation Award 1995
• Golden "Pegasus” Business Award
• Nomination for National Award for Innovation
• Upper Austrian Environmental Protection Award
• "Energy Genie” Innovation Award 2003
• "Haustechnik Award” HVAC Award 2004
• "Energy Genie” Innovation Award 2011
• Italian innovation prize for energy-efficient 

technologies
• Polish Innovation Award „Zloty Medal” 2012 and 2013
• Slovenian Innovation Award 2014
• Best Business Award 2014
• UK Built It Award 2015
• "Energy Genie” Innovation Award 2016
and many more confirm our philosophy.

DER WIRTSCHAFTSPREIS DER OONACHRICHTEN

5REBRN0 PRIZNANJE 
SILVER AWARD 

□  EHE ПКА 
ENERGETICS

moj /МяуЮМ

FORLENER
E0RESTA_LEGN0_ENERGIA
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Dimensions SOLARFOCUS
makes you independent

104,6

17
2,

6

89 ,8

100,3

vampair Type 10
Depth (D) [cm] 100.3
Width (W) [cm] 97.4
Height (H) [cm] 172.6
Weight [kg] 300
Housing colour White aluminium (RAL 9006)

Innovative products that take 
the burden off your wallet 
and the environment!

Your specialist dealer

SOLARFOCUS GmbH, Werkstrasse 1, A-4451 St. Ulrich/Steyr
e-mail: office@solarfocus.com Tel.: +43 (0) 7252 / 50 002 - 0 
web: www.solarfocus.com Fax: +43 (0) 7252 / 50 002 - 10

Subject to technical modifications, typesetting and printing errors. The images used are symbolic photos. All use is prohibited without the written consent of the copyright holder SOLARFOCUS. Information provided without guarantee.
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